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Abstract
Aim Urine color (UC) is a practical tool for hydration
assessment. The technique has been validated in adults, but
has not been tested in children.
Purpose The purpose of the study was to test the validity
of the urine color scale in young, healthy boys and girls, as
a marker of urine concentration, investigate its diagnostic
ability of detecting hypohydration and examine the ability
of children to self-assess UC.
Methods A total of 210 children participated (age:
8–14 years, body mass: 43.4 ± 12.6 kg, height:
1.49 ± 0.13 m, body fat: 25.2 ± 7.8 %). Data collection
included: two single urine samples (first morning and
before lunch) and 24-h sampling. Hydration status was
assessed via urine osmolality (UOsmo) and UC via the
eight-point color scale.
Results Mean UC was 3 ± 1 and UOsmo 686
± 223 mmol kg−1. UC displayed a positive relationship
as a predictor of UOsmo (R2: 0.45, P < 0.001). Based on
the receiver operating curve, UC has good overall classification ability for the three samples (area under the curve
85–92 %), with good sensitivity (92–98 %) and specificity
(55–68 %) for detecting hypohydration. The overall accuracy of the self-assessment of UC in the morning or the
noon samples ranged from 67 to 78 %. Further threshold
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analysis indicated that the optimal self-assessed UC threshold for hypohydration was ≥4.
Conclusions The classical eight-point urine color scale
is a valid method to assess hydration in children of age
8–14 years, either by researchers or self-assessment.
Keywords Hydration status · Children · Hydration
assessment · Dehydration · Hypohydration markers

Introduction
Adequate fluid intake and hydration status is important
to sports performance, cognition and overall well-being
in adults [1–4], and children [5–7]. Within large-scale
investigations, urinary markers, specifically osmolality
(UOsmo), have been identified as an easy-to-use, laboratory-based, hydration assessment technique [8]. When a
more expedient hydration status assessment is beneficial,
urine color (UC) has been shown to be a practical tool for
assessment of urine concentration and changes body water
in both field and laboratory settings [9, 10]. The ease-ofuse of UC makes it an attractive method for athletic trainers, clinicians and lay individuals seeking to evaluate their
day-to-day hydration and attain optimal fluid consumption
behaviors prior to athletic endeavors and over the course
of normal daily living. However, the sensitivity of UC as
a clinical measure of hydration status has been brought
up as a potential limiting factor to its use [8]. Additionally, UC use in children is limited because previous validation investigations established its utility through measurements within the adult population. Yet the implications
of hydration status assessment within youth are equally as
important, and thus validation across a wider age range is
necessary.
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Urine concentration, specifically a UOsmo ≥800
mmol kg−1, has been recommended by many previous
investigations to denote hypohydration in populations of
free-living adults and children outside of exercise-induced
dehydration [6, 11–13]. In this context, hypohydration
refers to alterations in the hydration process due to suboptimal fluid intake necessary for ideal excretion of solutes
[14], combined with reduced cell hydration status and elevated levels of fluid conservatory hormones [15, 16]. Alternate interpretations of the term hypohydration, especially
in the athletic arena, refer to either a loss of total body
water or existence in a state of a lower than normal volume of total body water (i.e., hypertonic hypovolemia) [17,
18]. However, for investigations centered on measurement
of, or physiological impacts due to differences in hydration process, the first definition is appropriate. As such, it is
important to denote that references to hypohydration within
the following investigation do not imply any change in or
suboptimal volume of total body water.
UC is a viable marker of hydration status in adults, as
evidenced by its strong positive relationship with UOsmo,
as shown in the initial color scale investigations. However,
UC is primarily due to the concentration of urochrome,
which is a byproduct of hemoglobin breakdown [19],
whereas UOsmo is primarily dependent on the osmotically active Na+, Cl−, K+ and urea molecules found in the
urine [20]. Age affects relative red blood cell mass (mL
RBC kg−1) [21, 22] and relative water recommendations
(mL H2O kg−1) [23, 24], which results in different ratios of
red blood cell mass to fluid intake between adults and children. Therefore, it is feasible that the relationship between
UC and UOsmo observed in adults may differ in children
because of altered urochrome output independent from urinary osmolyte excretion. Due to these physiological differences between the age groups, it is important that the UC
to UOsmo relationship be validated within this specific
population.
The need for valid hydration assessment within children
is apparent because both US and European children have
been observed to fall short of daily water recommendations
[25–27]. Fortunately, it has been demonstrated that fluid
interventions within children are effective at improving
hydration status [10]. However, the collection and measurement of individual or 24-h urine samples by trained
researchers is a labor- and time-intensive process. Additionally, requesting children to provide urine samples in a
public setting can be a delicate topic. Therefore, it would
be beneficial if children themselves were able to self-assess
their hydration status. It has been shown that children are
already perceptive of their hydration practices, but it does
not carry over to changes in their hydration behaviors or
hydration status [5]. The establishment of an acute measurement tool would give an anchor to allow children to be
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more aware of their hydration status and to improve hydration practices. Additionally, a valid hydration tool would
simplify the implementation of future water interventions
aimed at improving sub-standard hydration status that has
been identified in some youth samples [13, 15, 27].
Lastly, in order for a hydration assessment to be effective, it is essential that the analyzed sample be indicative of
the time period in question. In research situations, evaluation of a 24-h urine sample may be preferable to individual
time-point urine samples because it accounts for fluctuations in urine concentration due to normal eating, drinking and exercise patterns [28]. However, collection of 24-h
samples by adults or children in real-life conditions is not
practical. Evidence exists that demonstrates “first-morning” urine samples are more concentrated than other points
throughout the day which may conceal true assessment of
hydration [29]. Perrier et al. [30] recently showed that early
afternoon urine concentration is most similar to that of total
24-h urine collections, suggesting that this period may be
appropriate as a surrogate sample to evaluate 24-h hydration status. For the reasons mentioned above, this relationship should also be confirmed in children.
Outside of hydration assessment prior to exercise and
epidemiological studies of water intake, the data related
to hydration assessment within children are limited. However, proper hydration within this population is relevant to
overall health. Thus, we aimed to provide a comprehensive
evaluation of a field-expedient UC hydration scale [10]
with the current investigation. The aims were as follows:
(a) to examine the validity of the urine color scale in young
and healthy boys and girls as a marker of urine concentration against urine osmolality; (b) to investigate the diagnostic ability of urine color for hypohydration as defined by
urine osmolality and identify the threshold value; and (c) to
study ability of young healthy boys and girls to self-diagnose hypohydration based on the agreement of participant
UC assessments and those of trained investigators. Examination of these aims will extend the use of the urine color
scale and hydration assessment within youth.

Experimental methods
Subjects
A total of 210 healthy children (8–14 years old) selected
from a convenient sample within the city of Athens,
Greece, completed the study protocol between October
2012 and April 2013. The environmental temperature during data collection averaged 14.6 °C (5–24.5 °C).
Institutional review boards at Harokopio University and
University of Arkansas approved the study. In accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki, all study procedures were
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explained to the children and participant’s legal guardian. Signed consent forms were obtained from each participant’s legal guardian, and the children provided verbal
assent for participation.
A medical history questionnaire was used to exclude
participants with conditions that could affect fluid balance. Full exclusionary criteria included the following: (a)
presence of cardiovascular, hematological, hepatic, gastrointestinal, renal, pulmonary, endocrine or psychiatric
disorders; (b) surgical operation on digestive tract, except
appendectomy; (c) regular drug treatment within 15 days of
the study; (d) inability to participate in the entire study; (e)
inability to read and write; and (f) vigorous physical activity more than three times a week. It is important to mention that none of the participants engaged in any sports
practice over the course of this investigation. The purpose
of this investigation was to evaluate the UC hydration scale
within children under their usual hydration process (i.e.,
not dehydrated due to water loss from exercise). Subjects
were stratified by age and gender, and 15 boys and 15 girls
were recruited for each age integer from 8 to 14 years old.

only one color choice as a whole number integer. Numbers
were assigned to the colors from 1, representing the lightest, to 8, representing the darkest. Urine containers were
kept in an air-conditioned room and were picked up by the
researchers within 24 h.

Study procedure

Hypohydration was defined as a UOsmo measurement
≥800 mmol kg−1 based on expert opinion and scientific
research in a number of investigations [6, 11, 12]. Specifically, one highly relevant research study of German
children, the analysis of 24-h urine samples, identified
830 mmol kg−1 as the threshold to identify hypohydration
[13]. The second definition is not appropriate to this investigation because neither measurement of total body water
nor intervention designed to manipulate total body water
was used.

During the first meeting, the selected subjects and their
legal guardians were provided with detailed verbal and
written instructions of the procedures of the study. Afterwards, children’s body weight and height without shoes
and minimal clothing were recorded to the closet 0.1 kg
and 0.01 m, respectively. Body composition and total body
water (TBW) were estimated via hand-to-foot bioelectrical
impedance analysis (Quantum, RJL, MI, USA). All subjects received financial compensation in the form of a gift
certificate upon completion of their participation.
Subjects were instructed to collect all urine produced
over 24 h, in provided opaque containers. Since the firstmorning urine sample represents the fluid intake and activity of the day before, the subjects were instructed not to
collect that sample, but instead, to collect the next day’s
first sample. Three urine sample containers were provided: one individual container for the sample immediately before lunch (Noon), one individual container for the
first-morning (AM) urine and a third container for all other
voids. The first-morning and noon samples were analyzed
individually, and then all samples were combined for the
24-h sample analysis. Subjects were also provided with a
urine color scale [10] in order to match the color that best
describes their urine color during the first-morning and
noon urine samples. Subjects were briefed on the use of the
urine color scale and instructed to urinate whenever their
natural urge to use the bathroom dictated and to judge their
urine color from the urine stream, not by looking at the
color inside the container. Subjects were asked to provide

Urine analysis
Urine samples were analyzed upon delivery to the laboratory and no later than 24 h after the collection. Osmolality was measured in duplicate, by freezing point depression
(3D3 Advanced Osmometer, Advanced Instruments, Inc.,
MA, USA). Specific gravity was measured in duplicate
using a handheld clinical refractometer (ATAGO SUR-NE,
Tokyo, Japan). UC was determined from an experienced
researcher by comparing the color of the urine sample
placed in a clear, glass 15-mL tube against white background, under fluorescent lighting, next to an original urine
color scale [31].
Urinary definition of hypohydration

Statistical analysis
The association of the urine color scale in young and
healthy boys and girls as a marker of urine concentration (aim a) was tested by regression analysis, performed
between the urine colors measured in the laboratory
(Lab-UC-AM, Lab-UC-Noon, Lab-UC-24h) versus the
corresponding urine osmolality (UOsmo-AM, UOsmoNoon, UOsmo-24h). The correct classification ability of
UC (aim b) was evaluated through the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, performed after adjusting for several confounding variables (age, gender, and
BMI). Threshold analysis was based on the ROC curve;
the optimal value of UC to predict hypohydration (i.e.,
UOsmo ≥800 mmol kg−1) was revealed using the max–
max approach of the sensitivity and specificity. Investigator- versus participant-evaluated UC values (aim c) were
evaluated with the Bland–Altman comparison method
[32]. Lab-UC-AM and Lab-UC-Noon ratings from
trained investigators were compared with the children’s
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210
1.49 ± 0.13
43.4 ± 12.6
19.2 ± 3.2
25.2 ± 7.8

210
1.19–1.80
21.4–82.0
13.2–32.8
8.8–47.2

Self-UC-Noon

Mean ± SD

Range

1335 ± 620
686 ± 223
780 ± 235
747 ± 277
1.018 ± 0.005
1.021 ± 0.006
1.019 ± 0.007
2.9 ± 1.1
2.9 ± 0.9
2.7 ± 1.0
4.2 ± 1.3

545–4000
261–1254
263–1381
96–1302
1.007–1.033
1.008–1.038
1.002–1.035
1–7
1–6
1–5
1–7

3.6 ± 1.4

1–8

UOsmo, urine osmolality; USG, urine specific gravity; UC, urine
color; AM, first morning; Noon, before lunch; Lab-UC, laboratoryassessed urine color; Self-UC, self-assessed urine color by the subjects

First Morning

800
600
400
200

11.9–42.5

1

)

Table 2  Urinary hydration markers at different time points

Urine volume (mL)
UOsmo-24h (mmol kg−1)
UOsmo-AM (mmol kg−1)
UOsmo-Noon (mmol kg−1)
USG-24h
USG-AM
USG-Noon
Lab-UC-24h
Lab-UC-AM
Lab-UC-Noon
Self-UC-AM

1400
1000

-1

25.9 ± 6.5

A
1200

B
1400

Results
Anthropometric characteristics of the 210 study participants are presented in Table 1, while mean values and
ranges of measured hydration markers are presented in
Table 2.
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3

4

5

6

7

Noon

1000
800
600
400
200

1

C
1400

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

24 Hour

1200
1000
800
600
400
200

1

self-assessed UC rating at both the first-morning (Self-UCAM) and mid-day (Self-UC-Noon) time points. For each
of these variables, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient
was calculated between the difference in the two methods
and their mean to assess whether the results were biased.
Percentage of agreement was calculated as the ratio of
participants who had mean differences between the two
methods within the range [M(difference) ± 1.96 SD(difference)
]. A probability (P) level of 0.05 was defined for statistical significance. Statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS (version 22, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and JMP
Pro (version 11, SAS Inc., Gary, NC, USA).

2

1200

)

TBW (L)

Range

-1

Sample size (#)
Height (m)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg m−2)
Body fat (%)

Mean ± SD

-1

)

Table 1  Subject characteristics

Fig. 1  Interval regression analysis of urine color (UC) as a predictor
of urine osmolality (UOsmo) from; a AM urine sample, b noon urine
sample, c 24-h urine collection

Validity of the urine color scale to predict urine
concentration
Linear regression analysis revealed that UC was significantly associated with UOsmo for both of the single
samples (Fig. 1a, b), as well as for the 24-h collection
(Fig. 1c). UC ratings from first-morning samples (LabUC-AM) explained 56 % of the variance in UOsmo-AM
(β = 187.9[11.5], F[1,207] = 268.5, P < 0.001). Visually, the data do not seem to follow a linear trend, but
trend analysis showed no significant differences between
linear and nonlinear curves (quadratic, cubic, logarithmic, logistic and exponential). UC ratings from samples
collected just before lunch (Lab-UC-Noon) explained
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Table 3  Receiver operating characteristic evaluation of UC measured in the laboratory and self-assessment as a diagnostic tool for identifying
hypohydration standard
Predictive variable

Diagnostic standard

Threshold

AUC

Sensitivity %

Specificity %

Lab-UC-24h
Lab-UC-AM
Lab-UC-Noon
Self-UC-AM
Self-UC-Noon
Self-UC-AM

UOsmo-24h
UOsmo-AM
UOsmo-Noon
UOsmo-AM
UOsmo-Noon
UOsmo-24h

3
3
3
4
4
4

0.90
0.85
0.92
0.67
0.74
0.68

98.4
91.7
94.6
88.0
70.4
87.5

59.6
54.9
68.3
34.6
71.1
29.7

Self-UC-Noon

UOsmo-24h

4

0.78

72.2

62.0

Predictive variable was tested against the corresponding hypohydration diagnostic standard UOsmo ≥800 mmol kg−1 from the listed sample
24-h, AM or Noon

66 % of the variance in UOsmo-Noon (β = 217.0[11.3],
F[1,192] = 371.3, P < 0.001). Lastly, UC ratings from
the complete 24-h collection (Lab-UC-24h) explained
45 % of the variance in Uosmo-24h (β = 136.4[10.6],
F[1,207] = 166.3, P < 0.001). Overall, UC displayed a strong
positive relationship as a predictor of UOsmo in young and
healthy children.
Diagnostic value of urine color scale
ROC analyses defined the diagnostic ability of UC for
hypohydration in the three separate laboratory-rated samples, after adjusting for age, gender, and BMI. UC maintained good diagnostic capability for identifying hypohydration indicative of urine osmolality ≥800 mmol kg−1
for both time points and the 24-h sample (Table 3; all
P < 0.001). The term “good” is a rating used to describe
the ability of the test (i.e., urine color) to detect the condition (i.e., hypohydration) when the area under the curve
is between 0.80 and 0.89 [33]. The optimal threshold point
for hypohydration in Lab-UC ratings was ≥3 (i.e., a sample
rated as UC 3 or higher indicated hypohydration).
Self‑assessment of urine color
The overall accuracy of the self-assessment of UC based
on the morning or the noon sample ranged from 67 to
78 %. Self-assessment of the morning urine sample illustrated good ability to identify hypohydrated samples, but
low ability to identify euhydration (Table 3). The diagnostic ability of the self-assessed UC of the morning and
noon sample was tested in predicting overall 24-h hydration level. The area under the curve data from the Self-UCAM and Self-UC-Noon samples indicated good diagnostic
capability of identifying hypohydration indicative of urine
osmolality >800 mmol kg−1 (Table 3; all P < 0.001). Further analysis indicated that the optimal self-assessed urine

color threshold value for hypohydration was ≥4 (i.e., a selfassessed rating as UC 4 or higher indicated hypohydration).
Bland–Altman analyses were employed to evaluate the
agreement between self- and laboratory-assessed UC ratings for the first-morning (Fig. 2a) and noon (Fig. 2b) individual urine samples. There were two differences between
self-assessed and laboratory-assessed samples. Understandably, the person evaluating the sample differed, and also
self-assessment occurred with children being instructed
to look at the urine stream, while laboratory-assessed was
viewed with the sample in a 15-mL test tube. In this case,
the Bland–Altman analysis is used to evaluate the agreement between two different methods of evaluating the same
parameter (i.e., urine color). Because UC is an interval
scale, many of the coordinates comparing mean UC rating versus UC rating difference occurred more than once
(i.e., many data points for each dot). For example, only 30
markers represent data collected from all paired UC ratings
in the first-morning figure. The frequency of each coordinate’s repetition is presented with the relative size (i.e.,
diameter) of each marker in Fig. 2. Additionally, because
the x-axis on both figures represents the average of both
ratings, values are displayed in 0.5 unit integers. This practice is avoided when comparing the index UC measurement against other dependent variables (i.e., Fig. 1). In
this instance, the 0.5 integers allow for comparison of the
measurement techniques and should not be interpreted as
a UC that was evaluated to fall between two other integers.
Self-UC ratings at both time points were similar compared
to Lab-UC, as confirmed by levels of agreement of 93 and
96 % for UC-AM, and UC-Noon, respectively. However,
the mean difference between self- and laboratory-assessed
UC was 1.3 and 0.9 UC units for the morning and beforelunch sample, respectively. Additionally, Spearman’s Rho
revealed that the results are slightly biased 0.267 and 0.267
(P ≤ 0.001) for each of the comparisons. These relationships showed that (1) individuals tended to rate UC darker
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Urine Color Difference

A

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

First Morning

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

Average Urine Color

Urine Color Difference

B

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Noon

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

6.5

Average Urine Color

Fig. 2  Bland–Altman analysis of self-assessed urine color versus
laboratory-assessed urine color for individual urine samples collected at; a First-morning, AM time-point and, b noon time-point.
The x-axis, average urine color, is the mean of each self-assessed and
laboratory-assessed sample. The y-axis, urine color difference, represents the difference between laboratory-assessed and self-assessed
urine color for each sample. The area of markers indicates the relative
frequency of corresponding data point (i.e., larger circles designate
more occurrences). Upper and lower dashed lines represent 95 %
limits of agreement. Middle dotted line represents mean difference
between respective Self-UC and Lab-UC

than trained investigators, and (2) as UC increased, so did
the discrepancy between the participant and investigator’s
UC ratings.

Discussion
The main findings of the current investigation were threefold. First, Lab-UC ratings from both individual urine samples and the 24-h collection were strongly positively associated with UOsmo in young and healthy children. Second,
a laboratory-measured UC has a strong diagnostic capacity to identify hypohydration, and a UC of 3 or greater is
indicative of hypohydration in individual and 24-h urine
samples. Finally, self-assessed UC has reasonable ability to diagnose hypohydration with a UC of 4 or greater.
Thus, the data indicate that urine color is a valid method for
hydration self-assessment in children. To our knowledge,
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this is the first study showing that the original eight-point
urine color scale [10] is a valid assessment technique in
children.
These findings expand the applicability of the urine color
scale to include application within free-living children. The
initial urine color investigations approximately 20 years
ago, introduced the color scale through a series of experiments performed in adult athletes (mostly males) during
vigorous physical activity in the heat, which induced body
water deficits [10]. In this report, the validity of UC was
established by observed strong positive relationships and
similar frequency distributions of UC ratings in comparison
with previously established hydration markers (i.e., UOsmo
and USG). A follow-up study validated the urine color
scale against changes in body water during dehydration,
exercise and rehydration [9]. This investigation showed that
UC is valid through visual inspection of changes in UC,
which paralleled the changes of body water change across
different phases of de- and rehydration. Outside of exercise, UC has shown to be different between adults habitually consuming low or high fluid volumes in normal daily
living conditions [16], and to respond to changes in daily
fluid intake [30], both in 24-h and shorter urine collections.
Our results support these previous findings by replicating
the strong positive relationship between UC and UOsmo,
and by indicating that UC can robustly identify hypohydration in children. Additionally, this is the first investigation
to validate the urine color scale separate from acute body
water loss in children.
The diagnostic ability of urine color for hypohydration
was examined, and a threshold value of UC ≥3 was determined for laboratory-assessed urine color. In the original
study, the authors suggested that UCs of 1, 2 and 3 indicated that an athlete is well hydrated, and within 1 % of
their baseline body mass. However, this differs from the
intricate work of Cheuvront and colleagues [34] who calculated a UC threshold value of 5.5 to diagnose a body mass
loss of 2 % or greater following 3–5 h of exercise-induced
dehydration. The exercise employed to induce dehydration
is sure to have had an impact on the hydration process and
the response of urinary hydration markers, as has previously been observed [35]. Thus, we are not suggesting that
an observed UC of ≥5.5 is not indicative of dehydration
after beginning exercise in a euhydrated state. Instead, the
present investigation suggests that a UC ≥3 is indicative of
body water conservation and hypohydration in non-athlete
children during everyday living. These two diagnoses are
both related to body water content but must not be confused to be equivalent.
A lower observed UC threshold value could also be
attributed to the method of assessment. In the original studies, UC was assessed, “by holding each specimen next to
the color scale” [10]. In the present study, investigators
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transferred the sample to a 15-mL clear glass tube prior
to holding it adjacent to the scale. The Beer–Lambert law
states that light absorbance is equal to the product of, the
concentration of the solution the light is passing through,
the length of the solution the light passes through, and the
absorption coefficient. Thus, two physical factors of the
sample container, the diameter of the urine cup (smaller
vs. larger) and the material of the container (glass vs. plastic), can affect the amount of light absorbed by the sample/
container combination, potentially influencing the color
rating as the light reaches the investigators eye. Due to the
smaller diameter of the test tube compared with a standard
urine specimen cup and the clarity of glass versus a plastic
cup, it is possible that the UC values presented above could
have been shifted toward lower ratings (i.e., lighter color).
However, a clear glass test tube avoids potential artifact as
it allows the least obstructed view of the sample and it is
standard piece of laboratory supply that can be found in
everywhere in the world. As one of the above-stated aims
was to identify hypohydration, this manner of sample preparation was employed to ensure other laboratories would be
able to easily replicate the listed methodology.
The simplicity of the UC scale lends itself impeccably to self-assessment. However, previous studies of selfassessment of hydration status have only been related to
exercise and knowledge of body water loss versus fluid
consumption [36]. Our data indicate that in a free-living
population of children, self-assessment of UC has a good
ability to identify hypohydration. The ROC analysis indicated a self-assessed UC threshold value of 4 or greater to
be consistent with hypohydration. The 1 integer elevation
from the laboratory UC threshold is confirmed through
the agreement plots that verify self-assessments tended to
be ~1 integer higher than laboratory-judged UC ratings
(Fig. 2). The fact that the children had never used the urine
color scale before could be a potential reason for the overestimation. The investigators gave appropriate instruction,
familiarized each participant with the urine color scale and
stated that they should judge their color rating while evaluating the urine stream. Based on the above discussion of
light absorbance through liquids, this overestimation by the
children is counter-intuitive. The narrower stream of urine
absorbs less light compared to the investigator-viewed test
tube, which could have explained if lower UC ratings were
reported through self-assessment. However, we believe the
discrepancy most likely occurred because self-assessment
took place with the children looking down, minimizing
potential light sources behind the sample. Therefore, less
light was available to pass through the sample, shifting the
self-assessments toward the darker range of the UC scale.
One further explanation of the discrepancy between
laboratory- and self-assessed UC ratings is related to overall perception of color. A benefit of the UC scale is that

readings should not be impacted by typical color blindness which limits sensitivity to red, green or blue/violet
light [37]. However, age has been shown to play a role
in color perception, with individuals between the age of
20–50 years best able to properly identify colors and discriminate between hues [38]. Additionally, children can
find discrimination of hues with low saturation difficult
[39]. These differences in color perception between age
groups could explain why children tended to rate urine
color higher and why the agreement between self- and
laboratory-assessed UC was biased, (i.e., the difference
between the UC ratings increased as mean UC increased).
Thus, we recommend that self-assessed UC only be used to
differentiate between euhydrated and hypohydrated. When
the full integral scale is needed (i.e., when it is important to
differentiate between UC 4 and 5), laboratory-assessed UC
is a superior technique.
Lastly, to further examine the ability of young boys and
girls to self-diagnose hypohydration based on the individual time-point urine color, we performed ROC analysis of
self-assessed single UC ratings from morning and beforelunch samples against 24-h UOsmo. The results from
the present study demonstrated that both Self-UC-AM
and Self-UC-Noon demonstrated high overall sensitivity
with respect to UOsmo-24h, and therefore, either can be
recommended as a diagnostic tool for whole-day hydration assessment. However, from a practical point of view,
this finding provides substantial advantages as the 24-h
urine collection procedure and the first-morning sample
present several obstacles as far as relation to free-living
data collection. First, the collection of a 24-h urine sample is an impractical method, especially for children who
are engaged in a variety of activities throughout the day.
Additionally, the use of the first-morning urine sample for
the assessment of hydration status has been documented
as susceptible to errors, leading to a slightly higher estimation of hypohydration [40, 41]. Hence, we suggest that
UC self-assessment of a mid-day sample is most preferable as a valid and simple estimate of whole-day hydration status.
Overall, the UC scale has produced more than 40 peerreviewed and PubMed-indexed articles relating its use to
distinguishing hydration status. However, in comparison
with more established hydration markers such as body
mass, UOsmo or plasma osmolality, the depths of the findings are only beginning to scratch the surface. In order to
progress with any measurement, it is integral to first establish its validity in the most controlled environments. We
feel that the above data have achieved this task by testing
the urine color scale free from the influence of exercise or
acute body water loss. In young and healthy Greek boys
and girls, UC is a valid method for assessing urine concentration and is capable of discriminating between eu- and
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hypohydration, and self-assessment of urine color could
become a favorable practical hydration status marker.
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